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About This Game

BECOME THE MASTER (mini) THIEF!

Can you escape with the loot? Play as the Master Thief and steal as much as you can. Burgle houses in order to obtain some
sweet, sweet loot. But be careful not to get caught!.

Your objective is simple, search the area for items which are exchangeable for money. Each level you pass will increase in
difficulty. The more difficult the level is the more loot you will obtain.

Avoid the owner at all costs! If he catches you, well, you lose everything! including your money!
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The game was fun but very short-lived. I spent maybe 3 hours before completing it and the bonus level. I would recommend
giving a timer for the hints like many other games and not allowing people to skip every puzzle so quickly. For the price, it was
great.. great game varey hard. Both kids, their friends, and adults have had a ridiculously fun time with this game in my house.
*Very* worth it as something to show off that can draw in people who normally might not even be into gaming.. A nice and fun
puzzle game! Simple but difficult. 10\/10. I'll keep this one short (I know, I always promise that, but this time, I swear).

This is a really fun puzzle game. Solving the levels results in a truly satisfying camera shot of all of the bits of the puzzle you've
broken/exploded falling to the bottom of whatever otherworldly container all of this takes place in. It's pretty, the controls are
simple to learn, and new concepts are introduced at a steady, appropriate pace. There are enough levels to keep things
interesting, but not so many that you feel like it's a hill you'll never climb.

Most importantly, solving these puzzles is actually fun, not frustrating...even when you're stuck. It's entertaining to play with the
levels and figure things out. I liked it enough to go back and get the extra achievements for solving certain levels with a reduced
number of balls so that I could 100% the game. I won't bother doing that if the game isn't fun.

At 99 cents US, this is a steal. I can't even buy a soda for that much money any more. I got a couple hours' worth of
entertainment for only a buck, and that more than justifies a thumbs-up from me.
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Gave me diabetes.. Quite a nice dungeon crawler of the old school variety. Definately feels like all the ones you hear everything
compared to in this genre (Dungeon Master, Legends of Grimrock, et al), but there are some caveats.

What I liked:
-The dungeon just feels right. It's got the look and atmosphere that I like in a dungeon crawler; nostalgic but with better
graphics.
-The Music is great and carries throughout the game. Suits the dungeon and gets top marks for adding the right kind of
atmosphere.

What I wasn't keen on:
-The length of the game is short. You'd probably complete it in about 5-7 hours, but as the game doesn't cost much I'm not going
to complain.
-Simple gameplay. It's better than the mobile dungeon crawlers that seem to be popping up alot, but still quite lacking in depth.
The levels feel a bit empty, the combat is straightforward as are the puzzles. I pray that this game is a test model for the devs to
go on and make a full luxury game from what they've learnt, because if this were the skeleton of it, they'd have a hit on their
hands.
-Not a great deal of difference between the classes, and their abilities on levelling up are not very well described (no tooltips for
them). The online manual goes a little way towards giving the statistical increases, but it's still not entirely clear. Oh wells,
they're mostly just attribute increases or increased crit chance, that kinda thing.

So overall I found it to be enjoyable and worth the money, though lacking the length and depth that I'm looking for in a dungeon
crawler. Hopefully the money from this might have the devs make a full-on version, and dare I dream, perhaps with 2-player
coop! ^o^ alright, I know.. just flights of fancy.. A solid arcade driving game which features mainly off-road races with a
sense of speed and a good variety of competitions, vehicles and tracks. All in all, Gravel is Steam's Burnout remastered.. Pros:
->Really impressive storyline - it makes the campaign very enjoyable, but be warned it takes quite a bit of reading
-> Promising population mechanics, I really enjoy how the villagers can have families and it is fun to watch them interact with
the village
-> Challenging gameplay with production chains that are affected by weather: if winter hits before your grain is done
growing...ouch. Food is tough to gather, and so is stone and iron. Water is also a resource you need to watch. The villager
reproduction rate also makes it challenging because losing one villager is enough to topple the whole system. Some people think
that makes it too hard, I love it.

Cons:
-> The game is buggy. Villagers do not move into houses that lose a family, so you end up with a bunch of homeless people
while there's perfectly good houses sitting around.
-> Farmers do not interact with the fields very well. As far as I can tell, the 'harvest fields prematurely' button doesn't even
work.
-> I had a few cases where merchants stopped showing up, I would have to build a new port or warehouse to bring them back.
-> Limited help. There's not really a 'help' program in the game and there isn't a wiki yet. The campaign will teach you a lot, but
I still don't know if it is possible to demolish a building or not.

Despite the bugs, I would still recommend this game! I've logged almost 7.5 hours so far and I'm still on the campaign. It's a
good, challenging game that will take you time to get through. All of my cons are bugs, and I'm banking on most of the bugs
being fixed by future updates.
Finally, if you're looking at this just because it is 'like Banished', buy it with a grain of salt. Both games have you building
settlements from the ground up, but Villagers focuses more on the story/campaign and less on the sandbox mode.. This is a nice
little game, but it desperately needs a in-mission/survival save function, autosave between missions is not adequate. - This issue
stops me from recommending this game.. it is not working wtf
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